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1

INTRODUCTION

These specifications are an integral part of the documents drawn up for the invitation to tender for the
contract referred to. The documents relating to the invitation to tender comprise:
a letter of invitation to tender
conditions for submitting a tender
specifications and the annexes thereto
two model contracts and the annexes thereto.

-

Invitation to tender

x

Conditions for submitting a tender

x

Specifications

x

Draft works contract - Lot 1

x

Draft service contract - Lot 2

x

I

Technical Details - Lot 1

II

Technical Details - Lot 2

III

The European Parliament's environmental policy

x

IV

Handbook for staff of all external companies
carrying out works and maintenance on the
European Parliament site in Brussels

x

V

Procedure for handling and transporting loads in
the European Parliament's buildings in Brussels

x

VI

Waste Management Procedure for contractors of
the Brussels Buildings Management Unit

x

VII

Procedure for temporary work at height on the
European Parliament site in Brussels

x

VIII

Health safety coordination for maintenance
companies PGSS

x

IX

The European Parliament's IT environment

x

X

European Parliament's "Internal Rules governing
missions and duty travel by officials and other
servants" (chapters 7, 8, 9, and 10)

x

XI

Allowances for countries in the European Union

x

x
x

XIII

Allowances for countries outside the European
Union
Building a House of European History

x

XIV

Plans of the Eastman building

x

XV

Access to the Eastman building

x

XVI

Model order form

XVII

Model Performance Guarantee

XII

Lot 2

Lot 1

Lot 1 & 2

List of tender
documents

Form
(to be completed
by tenderers)

Annex
(for info)

These specifications are supplemented by the following annexes and forms, which are an integral part
thereof:

x

x
x
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Requested prototypes/samples for the evaluation of
the quality criteria - Lot 1

XVIII

x

1

Declaration on the tenderer's honour concerning the
exclusion criteria and absence of conflict of interest

x

2

Financial identification form

x

3

Information sheet concerning consortiums of
economic operators

x

x

4

Declaration concerning subcontractors

x

x

5

Statement of turnover

x

x

6
7
8
9
10

Label to be affixed to the outer and inner envelopes
when a tender is sent
List of the principal works/services provided in the
past 12 years - Lot 1
List of the principal works/services provided in the
past 5 years - Lot 2
Short description of the reference projects - Lot 1
Short description of the reference projects - Lot 2

x
x
x
x
x

11

Overview of educational and professional
qualifications - Lot 1

x

12

Model Europass CV

x

13

Bill of quantities

x

14

Price List Lot 1

x

15

Price List Lot 2

x

PART I – GENERAL INFORMATION

2

SUBJECT OF THE CONTRACT

In accordance with the provisions of Council Regulation (EC, Euratom) No 966/2012 of
25 October 2012 on the financial rules applicable to the general budget of the European Union, the
European Parliament has decided to issue this invitation to tender for production and installation of
the permanent exhibition of the House of European History in Brussels (Lot 1) and its
maintenance (Lot 2).
In connection with this invitation to tender, the following Notices have been published in the Official
Journal of the European Union:
Prior Information Notice 2014/S 096-166919 of 20/05/2014 and
Contract Notice 2014/S 120-212824 of 26/06/2014.

3
3.1

DESCRIPTION, PURPOSE AND ESTIMATED VALUE OF THE CONTRACT
Introduction

3.1.1 Introduction to the European Parliament (EP) and the House of European History
The idea of creating a 'House of European History' (HEH) was first put forward by the President of the
European Parliament during his opening address on 13 February 2007. The aim is to place the
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development and current activities of the European Union within a broad historical context. In
December 2008, the "Conceptual Basis"1, a report from a committee of experts comprising historians
and museum specialists ('museologists'), was adopted by the European Parliament's Executive Bureau
('the Bureau'). This report sets out the principles of the House of European History, the main function
of which is to offer to the citizens of the Union an exhibition dedicated to the shared history of Europe.
The 'House of European History' will be modern and attractive and aims to become a place of
interactivity and dialogue, allowing Europeans of all generations and from all backgrounds to further
their knowledge of recent history and thus better understand the development of Europe until today, as
well as in the future. The 'House of European History will be a modern exhibition, documentation and
information centre. It should reflect the diversity of European history and its common roots, and
contribute to a better understanding of the origins of the institutions in the second half of the twentieth
century. It will bring to life the concept of a 'House' which is open to all citizens, and will project a
strong image of Europe and European integration in the cultural and urban sphere in Brussels. The
House will contain a permanent collection and an area for temporary exhibitions. For further
information about the project see webpage at
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/visiting/en/visits/historyhouse.html
The European Parliament Bureau has chosen the Eastman Building, situated on the edge of the
Léopold Park in Brussels, for the location of the 'House of European History'. The Eastman building
will comprise, after renovation, approximately 8.000 m² of built-up surface area. The available gross
surface for the permanent exhibition amounts to some 4.000 m².
With regard to the number of visitors, the neighbouring visitors centre of the European Parliament, the
"Parlamentarium, has attracted over the first year of exploitation (October 2011-October 2012),
250.000 visitors. Similar attendance is expected for the House of European History.
The House of European History will be open to public 57 hours per week, seven days a week, 359
days per year. It remains closed on Monday mornings2.
Following a restricted call for tenders for the design of the permanent exhibition a contract was signed
in 2013. In March 2014, the European Parliament approved the final design which is the basis for this
call for tender for the production and installation of the permanent exhibition and its maintenance.

3.1.2 Description of the permanent exhibition incl. multilingualism
The HEH permanent exhibition will comprise of the history of Europe with an emphasis on the 20th
century. It will transcend national, regional and local boundaries, presenting a broader perspective than
the summation of national histories. It will reveal the diversity of European history and its
interpretations and perceptions.
The selection of historical events to be presented in the main exhibition narrative has been made on
the basis of three criteria: there will be particular focus on events and processes which have originated
in Europe, have expanded across Europe, and which are relevant until today. These three criteria have
allowed the examination of large periods of history without losing analytical focus.
Based on up-to-date historical research, the House of European History will focus on phenomena that
are considered to be significant in the history of Europe. Different memories and opposing

1

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/meetdocs/2004_2009/documents/dv/745/745721/745721_en.pdf

2

Opening hours: Monday: 13:00 - 18:00, Tuesday to Friday: 09:00 - 18:00, Weekend: 10:00 - 18:00, Closed: 1 January, 1
May, 1 November, 24, 25 and 31 December
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interpretations of history will be portrayed and their interrelationship shown by juxtaposing them,
using the full museological potential of the setting.
The overall structure of the permanent exhibition will be chronological, starting on the second floor of
the building and taking the visitor up to the top floor. This chronologically based narrative will be
paired with a thematic approach, which will allow the visitor to acquire an overview by means of
retrospectives and broader appraisals, in which the internal chronology of events, causes and
consequences will be presented in the wider historical context.
The permanent exhibition will be divided into six themes, whose key messages are the following:












Shaping Europe (working title): Europe is not a clearly defined space geographically, but has
been shaped by history. Ideas and images of Europe have changed over time. European history
is more than the sum of its parts or the addition of national histories. It should offer a common
perspective on developments that affected all Europeans, whether they have contributed to
bind the continent together or to divide it.
Europe ascendant (working title): In the 19th century, Europe entered a new era of modernity
on all levels, politically, economically, socially and culturally. The notions of democracy and
national self-determination, together with industrialisation and the development of a liberal
market economy were the leading factors in this ground-breaking transformation. At the end
of the 19th century, Europe reached the peak of its power, but these changes also fuelled
social tensions and international rivalries leading to conflict, which exploded at the beginning
of the 20th century.
Europe eclipsed (working title): The first half of the 20th century was an 'Age of Destruction',
shaken by two traumatic world wars, an economic crisis of unprecedented depth and the
decline of liberal democracy as totalitarianism advanced. The rivalry between three social
systems, Fascism, Communism, and Parliamentary Democracy, was at the heart of the
interwar period. The modern dialectic based on rationality was turned around into extreme
irrationality, especially apparent in the different forms of mass war and totalitarian terror.
A House Divided (working title): In 1945 Europe was a field of ruins, disempowered, divided
and dependent on two superpowers, the USA and USSR, two antagonistic political systems
that defined the Cold War. Nevertheless, on both sides of the ‘Iron Curtain’, Europe
experienced a period of unexpected economic growth for nearly 30 years. The idea of
European integration, which is born from the ashes of the war, marks a turning point in
European history, laying the political path towards the principle of supranational cooperation.
Breaking Boundaries (working title): The 1970s mark the end of the post-war era. Western
Europe enters a period of long-term economic transformation and far-reaching political and
social diversification. At the same time, the socialist countries in Eastern Europe are already
worried about their relative economic backwardness. They are now confronted with systemic
problems and a decreasing legitimacy for the socio-political systems they are based on. With
the fall of the Iron Curtain and the development of globalisation, the process of European
integration starts to accelerate considerably with deep and long-lasting effects.
Looking ahead (working title): The last theme will enable the visitor to reflect on the current
state of affairs in Europe (European Union) and connections to the city of Brussels. It is a
space for evaluation and reflection.

While the first theme looks at previous centuries and will also provide the visitor with the keys to
understanding the principles and methods used by the House of European History, the other five
themes are dedicated to the periods from the late 19th century to today, putting the history of European
integration into the wider context of European political, economic, social and cultural history.
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Those themes are developed on 5 different levels:

The permanent exhibition of the House of European History development followed the model of
'Exhibition as communicator of ideas', typical to history exhibitions: the narrative comes first and is
supported by objects and AV's.
The design proposed is based on several key principles:










Content organized in two layers: The philosophy of the museological content is divided into
two layers – the first layer describes the main ideas and it is presented directly to the visitor
and the second layer contained within hands-on devices and interactives, not visible on first
glance.
Free flowing layout of the exhibition installation: The exhibition layout, minimally attached to
the building, is also creating in a very natural way the “buffer” area between the building’s
inner skin and the museographical installation. This independent exhibition flow in the space
is very positive for the special relation between content and container and also helps
immensely to resolve the relation between the technical installation of the building and the
exhibition elements.
Cadence of the meeting spaces: Spatial organization of the exhibition areas will allow for
meeting spaces for the small groups in the rhythm that will follow the pace of the themes,
topics and subtopics.
Visitors experience dynamic marked by the atrium installation: The large central installation that will pierce through the building atrium - will spread its arms like large branches across the
floors. The entire installation will be rotating clockwise, affecting by its movement all the
other installations. This movement will be very clearly readable for the visitors and will help
them to find a logical way around the exhibition following the rotation of the whole spiral.
The quotes and words composing this installation will twist and turn around the space,
converging in the atrium across the six levels.
Adaptability of the showcase display: The showcases will be specially designed for HEH.
Their design will change and be adapted to the needs of each topic.
Management of the lighting levels: The lighting design and arrangement of the lighting
equipment will be done in such way that the lighting conditions within the exhibition areas
will be approximately the same during the whole day despite the change of outside conditions.
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The House of European History will provide its main services in at least 24 languages, corresponding
to the official languages of the European Union at its scheduled opening date. The exhibition must
have the technical capacity to be extended to 30 different languages.
A tablet will enable visitors to explore the museum in the official language(s) of their home country.
Multilingualism being understood as an expression of cultural diversity in Europe, the House of
European History wishes its visitors to experience its multilingualism as one of its main assets.

3.2

Scope of the contract

The invitation to tender is divided into 2 lots:
-

Lot 1 : Production and installation of the permanent exhibition
Lot 2 : Maintenance of the permanent exhibition and related services

Tenderers are obliged to submit a tender for each lot. If a tender is submitted only for one lot, it
will be excluded. The European Parliament reserves the right to award only Lot 1.
All works and services shall be delivered with associated results, works or rights thereto (see
draft contracts).

3.2.1 Lot 1 - Production and installation of the permanent exhibition
3.2.1.1 Description of the works
Lot 1 aims for establishing a works contract for the production and installation of the permanent
exhibition of the House of European History in Brussels. Those works include:
1. Basic fit-out of the existing spaces, partition walls, furniture, showcases, display bases and
mounting supports for objects, graphics, scenographic elements, and models
2. Production and installation of a complex metal sculpture, 25 meter high, to be displayed
hanging in the atrium of the building
3. Preparation of samples and prototypes for the Contracting Authority’s review
4. Supply and installation of the lighting, audiovisual equipment and all necessary technical
installations including exhibition control system for the adequate operation of the museum.
The visit includes a multimedia tool, which will be accessed by every visitor through a
personal tablet, lent by the museum; this system will be automatically triggered (localization).
5. Development and implementation of all the audiovisual software for the permanent exhibition
of the House of European History, including the multimedia visitor tool.
Achieving this market involves a wide range of different tasks, including among others: development
of shop-drawings using adequate digital tools in 2D and 3D; calculation of a large-scale metal
sculpture; specialized carpentry, metalwork and finishing (painting, etc.), as well as high quality
display cases for museums; production of scenographic elements and models; different graphic
printing techniques (digital, silkscreen, direct, etc.), on diverse substrates (wood, aluminium, glass,
etc.); development, production and installation of mounting supports to display objects; scenographic
lighting; supply and installation of complex audiovisual equipment and exhibition control system;
scriptwriting, video shooting, production of infographic elements (2D, 3D), audio recording and
dubbing (24 languages), sound and image editing, computer programming, post-production work;
image and footage research, management of intellectual property rights, in particular trading for the
acquisition of image and footage rights; all related studies, works and services as well as project
management during production and installation.
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3.2.1.2 Tasks of the Contractor
The list of tasks below describes the works to be done to insure the completion of the contract. This
list is not exhaustive. All that is necessary to achieve a high quality result and functioning of the
museum is part of the contract, even if not explicitly provided for in the specifications, and must be
performed by the Contractor.
All those tasks have to be developed and executed in close collaboration with the HEH Project
Manager and the Design Project Manager as well as with any expert designated by them.
Further specific information to be found in Annex I Technical Details - Lot 1.
Please note that any brand is given for description purposes only and can be replaced by any
equivalent product.
a. During the whole process (Project management)


To schedule the works throughout the duration of the project, allowing sufficient time to the HEH
Team and Design Team to provide answers to requests for information, and to approve design
proposals, shop drawings, prototypes and samples, etc.



To detect and foresee any possible critical path or deviation in the planning of the Project, as well
as implement the necessary measures to correct them, in order to guarantee that the project is fully
completed according to the planning, without any sort of time delay



To detect and foresee any possible financial deviation and implement the necessary measures to
correct it, in order to guarantee that the project is fully completed within the budget without any
sort of quality loss or time delay



To attend regular progress meetings with the HEH Project Manager and Design Project Manager
and provide regular updates of progress to both of them



To coordinate the works with the HEH team and Design team and with other Contractors involved
in various works, both off site (workshops, recording studios, printing houses, etc.) and on site,
during the project.



To coordinate the necessary mechanisms of quality control



To produce a full protocol for the presentation, review, remarks, modifications and validation by
the HEH and Design Team of all necessary shop-drawings, samples, prototypes, etc.

b. During inception phase


To study all documents produced by the HEH and Design Team



To study the plans and technical studies of the buildings issued by DG INLO (Directorate-General
for Infrastructure and Logistics, the department responsible for renovating the Eastman building)



To take all necessary measurements on site in order to verify, interpret and, if needed, update all
site data included in the technical specifications. The HEH shall have no responsibility for the
accuracy, sufficiency or completeness of such data.



To sum up all the constraints of the project
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To prepare the initial Program of Works together with any subsequent updates thereto



To produce a detailed production schedule stressing all the critical paths



To update the payment schedule mentioned in 3.3.1 accordingly

c. During development of shop drawings and associated studies
Showcase, Furniture and Scenography


To produce all necessary shop drawings indicating fabrication and installation. Shop drawings are
based on the technical details included in the tender documents. They are required for each typical
component type and include: detailed drawings, methods of installation and attachment, type, size,
weight when significant, spacing and location of welds, bolts or other anchorage devices. Shop
drawings will also show design, materials (kind, thickness and finish), dimensions, connections
and other necessary details or feature at the adequate scale to insure that they accurately interpret
design and specifications. Shop drawings will include colour and material specifications, showing
their specific application on all surfaces. Showcases must be high-quality, adequate for museum
conservation-grade requirements. The Contractor shall ensure that all exhibit structures and
elements can be easily serviced and repaired. Component parts shall be easily replaceable, rather
than having to replace the entire exhibit structure or elements. The shop drawings will be
submitted to the HEH team and Design team for remarks or validation;



To analyse and examine the referential material provided for the models and scenographies by the
HEH and Design Team and make any necessary sketches, pictures, drawings, etc, for the later
production of the model or scenography



To make all technical studies needed to realize the project described, including all engineering
studies. The Contractor is responsible for carrying out all works according to all applicable
regulations (of the European Parliament, local, regional, national and European)



To propose fabrication methods and materials complying with the requirements of the technical
specifications and building constraints and allowing to achieve cost control and to meet deadlines
and performance criteria



To work closely with the HEH team and Design team and to resolve any issues that may arise,
propose alternatives, etc.



To produce samples or prototypes for the HEH team to judge the quality of selected materials and
technical methods used and the quality of the finish. Samples include both fabricated and
unfabricated physical examples of materials, products and units of work. Samples may be both
complete units and small portions of units, either limited to visual inspection, or where indicated,
for more detailed testing and analysis.



To verify compliance with the regulatory requirements of the selected materials. To check if every
aspect of the project as developed still complies with all Health and Safety regulations.

Graphical Design / Production
Please note: the exhibition being in all official languages of the European Union, the European
Parliament will be responsible for the delivery of the exhibition texts in all languages.
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To review the graphic production process, the substrates, graphic processes, edge detail, mounting
system specified in the project, the quality of images and similar; and advise the HEH Team and
Design Team on their suitability, highlighting any potential issues regarding proposed methods
and intent. To work with the HEH team and Design team to resolve any issues that arise



To ensure that all graphic elements are compliant with the HEH’s access guidelines



To gather and review all visual material supplied and advise on any potential issues (quality of
images and similar) and work with the HEH team to resolve any issues that arise



To verify compliance with the regulatory requirements of the selected materials. To check if every
aspect of the project as developed still complies with all Health and Safety regulations



To scan originals in the form of prints or transparencies where high resolution images are not
available, and provide the Graphic Art-worker with high resolution files suitable for the
production method and finished printed size



To create an agreed number of artwork test files to be issued to the Graphic Production Contractor
to enable the HEH team and Design team to approve colour, print quality, image quality and
production method across the various requirements of the project, prior to sending off for
production



To produce the final lay out of the graphical material to be displayed in the Permanent exhibition:
updating all graphical design files to match the final dimension of the showcases and panels,
integrating high resolution images provided by HEH into graphic layout for review and sign off by
HEH Project Manager and Design Project Manager; performing any necessary dust/scratches
cleaning and/or colour/contrast adjustment, enlargement and resampling and placement of images;
producing the press ready works. Issue and manage a formal sign-off procedure of all artwork,
making amendments as instructed and re-issuing said artwork to obtain approval prior to sending
for production. Provide on demand continuously updated information on the state of the graphic
production by item.



To prepare and present a specification sheet with each artwork details including the graphic
reference file name, file scale, dimensions, production method, and any mounting or fixing
information



To provide all final high digital resolution artworks in a mix of Adobe, InDesign. Photoshop,
Illustrator, Quark Express and high resolution Pdf’s



To monitor the delivery program regularly to avoid any potential delay in the production

Mounting supports


To define the program of studies of the elements to be mounted, as well as the program of design,
production and installation of the mounting supports.



To analyse and examine all the objects to be exhibited (Originals, Replicas or Free-Size
Reproductions), including making sketches, pictures, stencils and taking measures of all necessary
dimensions, weight, etc. for the later design of the supports. This work will be partly done in HEH
premises and partly done in lender museum's venue. Exceptionally, if those 2 above mentioned
solutions are not possible, the HEH team will be responsible to provide appropriate information in
close collaboration with the lender museum. The number of destination for the visit of lender's
11/47
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museum venue is estimated to be ten (10). The travel costs to those ten (10) different destinations
as well as the associated accommodation costs will be reimbursed and should not be included in
the offer (see point 3.2.7). If additional destinations would appear to be relevant during the works,
traveling time will be paid pro rata (as mentioned in the Bill of Quantities)


To communicate to HEH if any of the objects is not in an adequate state for its exhibition, needs to
be cleaned, restored, consolidated, etc. But the contractor will not be in charge of performing such
tasks



To analyse the list of Originals, Replicas and Free-Size Reproductions delivered by HEH,
including information to be used for the design of mounting supports



To determine and select the most appropriate type of mounting method and materials to display
and preserve the artefact in the best manner whilst assuring its safety and security



To design the mounting support for every specific object to be exhibited, using as a valid reference
the different categories of supports established in the technical details. The design will be
submitted to the HEH team and Design team for remarks or validation



To determine the final layout of the showcases according to the final available objects to be
displayed, their dimensions and characteristics and to guarantee that furniture and showcase are
adequately built to hold the corresponding supports. These final layouts must be sent to the HEH
team and Design team for remarks or validation.

Atrium Sculpture


To study the basic structural model included in the tender



To attend meetings with the team responsible for the design, engineering and works of the
building structure in order to guarantee an adequate coordination between the Sculpture and
structure of the existing building



To adapt, if necessary, the design to specific technical requirements and/or building constraints, to
produce samples, prototypes which may be necessary to serve as a base for the calculation,
fabrication and installation of the sculpture



To calculate the final structure according to all applying local, national and EU regulations and
codes (structures, fire-safety, etc.)



To develop all necessary general and technical detailed drawings and specifications for the
sculpture (structure, bands, cables, anchorage points, etc.) as well as all necessary shop drawings
for fabrication, transportation and onsite assembly and installation



To obtain all necessary certificates, licenses, insurances, etc.



To take all necessary measures on site to adequately plan the crating, transportation, unload and
installation of the sculpture

General


To prepare a Risk Assessment Report for the various work packages
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d. During pre-production of the AV’s and multimedia
Please note: the exhibition being in all official languages of the European Union, the European
Parliament will be responsible for the delivery of the exhibition texts in all languages.


To interpret and execute the design intent as outlined in the detailed design briefing documents



To prepare scripts, and animation demonstrating historical accuracy, consulting the museum
experts as advisors



To receive all available images, audio and video footage identified and delivered by the HEH



To submit all necessary creative treatments for AV's and multimedia consisting of scripts, visuals,
animatic, storyboards, diagrams, compositions, user interface designs, raw edits, draft soundtracks
and sound effects, etc. for review with a minimum of 2 iterative submissions offered for review
for each media exhibit enabling review, testing and sign-off to an agreed program.



To submit all necessary creative treatments of the Tablet consisting of graphical user interfaces,
prototypes, flow charts, etc. for review by the HEH Team and Design Team with a minimum of 2
iterative submissions offered for review for each media exhibit enabling review, testing and signoff to an agreed program



To negotiate and acquire all necessary intellectual property rights (e.g. reproduction and
distribution rights) of the archive images foreseen in the storyboards (selection and delivery of
those images under HEH’s responsibility, see above) as well as of all existing material to be
included in soundtracks. For details about Intellectual Property rights see draft works contract
Article I.9. The information about the sources of those images (address, contact person etc.) will
be delivered by HEH to the Contractor. The number of sources for those archive images is
estimated to be 50. If during the development of the AV's and Multimedia, the number of sources
appears to exceed 50, any additional source will be paid pro rata, as mentioned in the Bill of
Quantities



If needed to search for, negotiate and acquire all necessary intellectual property rights of all
additional images (non Archive) foreseen in the storyboards. For details about Intellectual
Property rights see draft works contract Article I.9



To make a selection of voices (24 languages) and of music/sounds with related user terms and
conditions to be submitted to HEH Project Manager for approval.

e. Production in workshop and ordering of equipment
Showcase, Furniture and Scenography


To fabricate all the showcases, furniture (including samples and prototypes), scenography
elements, replicas and models, using museum conservation grade materials, such as solvent-free
paintings, zero-VOCs inks and adhesives, and zero-formaldehyde MDF panels, water based
lacquers, etc. According to the size and shape of the exhibition rooms, the number of elements to
be built/assembled on site has to be reduced to the minimum



To prepare all necessary crating and packaging for the transportation of the materials to the HEH
building
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Graphic Production


To produce all graphic items with a guaranteed minimum ten-year lifespan, taking into account
adverse conditions such as direct sunlight. All elements to be placed inside showcases or near
exhibits must be carried out using solvent-free, zero-VOCs museum conservation grade materials
(inks, adhesives, etc.). Graphic production must include all substrates unless otherwise specified,
all MDF panels must be zero-formaldehyde and lacquers be water-based



To prepare all necessary crating and packaging for the transportation of the materials to the HEH
building

Mounting supports


To pre-fabricate all mounting supports



To fabricate of all necessary packaging and phytosanitary crates for the adequate transportation of
the materials to the HEH building



To carry-out the onsite adaptation of the pre-fabricated mounting supports to each particular
object, as well as install it in its final position. This work must be carried out by a fully insured
specialized team, including a welder, in possession of a portable workshop and tools together with
any resources as may be required both on and off the site for the installation of objects, following
all safety regulations and museum protocols for conservation of the objects, in coordination with
the HEH personnel responsible for exhibit conservation

Atrium Sculpture


To fabricate the Atrium sculpture in the workshop (including mock-up fabrication and installation)



To fabricate adequate crating and packaging of all elements, as well as transportation of all
elements onsite, ensuring the integrity of the different elements of the sculpture and taking into
account the onsite conditions for unload and accesses for materials into the building

Audiovisual, Control and Lighting Equipment


To order the required equipment. All equipment ordered has to be supplied with all appropriate
plugs and be certified as complying with the EC regulations. Each must be covered by a two-year
guarantee

General


To devise and implement Health and Safety procedures for all activities. To carry out general
Health and Safety supervision throughout the Works



To investigate all accidents and near-miss occurrences and present a report on each



To make recommendations and implement/revise procedures to avoid recurrence

f.

Production and postproduction of the AV software

Please note: the exhibition being in all official languages of the European Union, the European
Parliament will be responsible for the delivery of the exhibition texts in all languages.
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To undertake software development (preferably open sources), testing and reviews on the actual
hardware that is to be installed



To prepare interactive exhibits, tablet content, etc., on a database driven basis, allowing for media
files to be easily updated by the HEH with all text, images and movies to be dynamic and easily
editable, using a CMS with user management



To produce all original video images provided by scenarios (shootings)



To produce all 2D or 3D computer graphics elements that should be incorporated into the AV and
multimedia



To record the EN version of the voice over first and edit the movie on this basis (taking into
account the specificity – namely the specific length of words and sentences – of the 23 other
languages). This version will become the reference for the translation of the voice over’s. The
editing of the other language versions will then occur later in the process. For all recording the
Contractor will direct the actors



To record the other languages versions (23 languages) and to edit the movie in those languages



To record the 24 languages version of the exhibition texts for the tablet



To ensure an adequate post-production of all AV’s and multimedia



To prepare movie encoding in the native resolution of the display equipment



To deliver all AV’s and multimedia in appropriate format to be integrated in the exhibition (incl.
tablet) as well as 2 archive copies of each in appropriate format for archive



To manage and acquire all intellectual property and related rights associated with the AV Software
and content used for AV´s and multimedia

g. Delivery and installation on site
Showcase, Furniture and Scenography


To undertake the onsite installation of showcases, furniture and scenographical elements in close
coordination with the rest of the onsite working teams

Graphic production


To install all graphics onsite according to the specifications on the project and in close
coordination with the rest of the onsite working teams



To provide all final production artworks and specification sheets issued for production upon
completion of the project as back up on DVD or an external drive

Mounting support


To assist in installing the objects in the showcase and, when accepted by the lender, to install the
object in the showcase, following the highest professional rules

Atrium Sculpture


To assemble and install the atrium sculpture on site.
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AV Software


To program the exhibition control system according to the scenarios defined by HEH.



To deliver all developed programmes including source codes

Audiovisual, Control and Lighting Equipment


To undertake the final onsite installation of the lighting equipment
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Installation of lighting fittings in the tracks
Directioning, focusing and filtering of lighting fittings
DMX indexation of the fittings in tracks
Regulation and DMX programming of the intensities of fittings in tracks
Electrical connection of the showcases to the power boxes
Regulation of intensities of the lighting fittings in the showcases
Filtering and focussing the lighting fittings in the showcases
Programming of the different lighting sequences or scenes
General control of the luminance (lux), manually executed per area and lit-up element
(luminance analysis made by automatic software, Dialux, etc, will not be accepted)
Adjustment of all necessary lighting levels to comply with the preservation requirements
for the elements exhibited



To undertake the final onsite installation of the audio-visual equipment, as well as commissioning
and tests till the approval of the HEH team and the Design Team.



To undertake the final on-site installation of the Tablet System and commissioning to the approval
of the HEH team and Design Team.



To undertake the final electrical installation:
o
o
o

To terminate all low voltage AV cables, with the exception of network data and fibre optic
cables.
To allow for sufficient network patch cables to link into the base build Cat 6,-fibre
infrastructure.
To allow for brackets for fixing the systems to the existing structure of the building.



To install the control and data equipment in the Technical Room



To install and program the control panels

General


To ensure a dust-free environment prior to the onsite installation work



To deliver all the exhibit elements to be installed into the exhibition rooms, without any damage to
the building



To coordinate the work of the various trades involved in the installation of the exhibition on-site,
following the requirements of the HEH, providing all technical material needed for this
installation (lift(s), tools, scaffoldings, extension cords, etc.)



To fully protect the exhibition during and after installation until provisional acceptance. The
removal of protections will be in the presence of HEH Project Manager and Design Project
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Manager. In case of damage appearing when removing protections, the Contractor shall be
responsible for the repairs


To regularly remove by its own means all construction/installation waste according to all
applicable waste disposal regulations



To guarantee thoroughly dust-free and safe conditions prior to the installation of the objects to be
exhibited and of the equipment



To devise and implement Health and Safety procedures for all activities on the site



To carry out general Health and Safety supervision throughout the Works, independent, from
external supervision by the corresponding authorities



To investigate all accidents and near-miss occurrences and present a report on each. To make
recommendations and implement/revise procedures to avoid recurrence



To provide as-built plans for all elements of exhibition, the technical manual and the "security"
file (fire certification and compliance with European regulations)



To provide a complete Maintenance and Operation Manual, including namely:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o



Detailed descriptions including a full set of reference drawings preferably in A3 format
folded
Operational instructions
Routine care and maintenance requirements
‘First level’ fault finding procedures
If relevant, records of settings for all adjustable controls
Equipment inventory, if relevant with serial numbers
Accessories provided

To train on-site people (10 people maximum, during 10 working days maximum)

3.2.2 Lot 2 - Maintenance of the permanent exhibition and related services
Lot 2 of the tender aims at establishing a service contract for the maintenance of the permanent
exhibition and related services.
The purpose of the contract is to maintain equipment in good operating level and to minimize
downtime. Furthermore regular updates might be required to reflect the evolution of the European
Union.
The maintenance contract is divided into 4 different kinds of services:


Daily technical operation



Preventive Maintenance



Corrective Maintenance



Updates of elements of the permanent exhibition and related services

A detailed description of lot 2 is given in Annex II.
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3.2.3 Intellectual Property Rights
Lot 1 and 2
Please note that specific conditions concerning the ownership of the results, works or rights thereto
(hereinafter referred to as “the Deliverables”) and their subsequent re-use by the House of European
History shall apply. All Deliverables created solely by the Contractor or any of his/her subcontractors
without reuse of prior existing works (so-called Prior Rights) during the performance of the contract
shall become exclusive property of the European Parliament. In addition the Contractor must ensure
that the Parliament has the worldwide rights to reuse all Deliverables that incorporate Prior Rights to
the purposes set out in the contract for at least the minimum duration of the permanent exhibition (app.
7-10 years). For more details, please refer to the draft contracts (draft works contract Article I.9 and
draft service contract Article I.11).

3.2.4 Document management
English is the working language of the project, therefore all documents must be provided in high
Standard English. All meetings will be held in English.

Lot 1
During all phases of the contract, the Contractor will be in charge of document management for all
paper (including graphic documents) and digital documents. Each document will be provided in 3
printed copies + 1 digital copy. Usually intermediary versions of documents are provided for the
meetings. Those intermediary versions have to be sent to the HEH Project Manager as well as to the
Design Project Manager at least 2 working days before the meeting date. The final version of the
documents (incl. drawings, manuals, etc. both paper and electronic versions) will be handed over at
the end of each step as the part of interim report.
This includes:
1. Printing, distributing, archiving and documenting the process material until the end of the
contract
2. Providing all necessary large scale materials (maps and plans)
3. Supporting documents, e.g. documents related to the acquisition of related intellectual
property rights from third parties, etc.
Lot 2
For all required services, the Contractor will be in charge of document management for all paper
(including graphic documents) and digital documents. Each document will be provided in 3 printed
copies + 1 digital copy.

3.2.5 Reporting
Lot 1
The Contractor will provide a weekly technical report describing the technical progress by trades. This
technical report will also stress all inputs needed from other parties as well as deadlines for the
delivery of those inputs. The technical report will be the basis of the weekly project meeting (see
3.3.2). It will have to be sent to all participants to the meeting at least 2 working days before the date
of the meeting.
An interim report will be made at the end of each significant step of the works (according to the steps
defined in the table in point 3.3.1). This interim report will summarize the achievements/works
performed during the corresponding step including the “change orders" and "amounts to be justified”,
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if applicable. All relevant documents (drawings, notes, studies, etc.) will have to be annexed to this
interim report.
The interim report need to be approved by the HEH and will serve as a basis for the payment. If
applicable, supplementary information and/or corrections shall be provided within 10 calendar days.
Lot 2
Please see Annex II point 4.6

3.2.6 Site consumption
Lot 1
The EP supplies electrical power as well as water needed for the installation of the exhibition. Prior to
any work on site, the Contractor will have to characterize this supply (electrical power needed and
points of delivery). The Contractor is responsible for distribution on site, including fittings and
appliances.
The Contractor agrees to limit his energy and water consumption to the minimum needed to perform
his works and to avoid any waste by adopting good practices in this field.
For further information please see point 10 'Environmental Aspects' of these Specifications, Annex III
“The European parliament's environmental policy” to these Specifications, Annex IV “Handbook for
staff of all external companies carrying out works and maintenance on the European Parliament site in
Brussels” as well as Article II.20 “Environmental provision” of the draft works contract.
Lot 2
The EP supplies electrical power as well as water needed for the maintenance services, in accordance
to the technical capacities and limitations of the building. For further information please see Annex IV
“Handbook for staff of all external companies carrying out works and maintenance on the European
Parliament site in Brussels” and other relevant annexes.

3.2.7 Estimated budget
The European Parliament reserves the right to use a negotiated procedure for each lot, without prior
publication of a contract notice, according to Article 134.1(f) of the detailed rules for implementation
of the Financial Regulation applicable to the general budget of the European Union.

Lot 1
The budget necessary for the production and installation of the permanent exhibition is estimated at
€ 10,5 million.
This amount does not include the following costs:
-

Reimbursement of mission costs for the HEH staff when visiting Contractor's and
subcontractors' venues
Reimbursement for third party intellectual property rights
Reimbursement for exceptional travels by the Contractor to museums (mounting issue, see
3.2.1.2.c)
Modification works and supplementary works (see draft works contract Article II.1)
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Lot 2
The four years of maintenance and related services are estimated at € 1,5 million.

3.3

Functioning of the contract

3.3.1 Steps and Duration
Lot 1
The works contract shall enter into force on the date on which it is signed, and shall remain in effect
until the expiry of the warranty period. The signature of the contract is expected to take place at the
end of 2014.
The provisional acceptance of the permanent exhibition is foreseen for end 2015. The final planning
will be discussed and confirmed during the inception phase.
Foreseen steps and payment schedule:
INVOICE
NUMBER

Estimated
schedule

1

Contract
signature

2

3

STEPS

PAYMENT
%

- Prefinancing

10%

2 months
after contract
signature

- Development and presentation of Shop-drawings/calculations
Batch 1: Showcases, Furniture and Atrium Sculpture
- Mock-up presentation
- Beginning production Atrium Sculpture
- Beginning production Showcases and Furniture
- Ongoing research/negotiation for footage and Copyrighted
Materials (50% accomplished)

4 months
after contract
signature

- Development and presentation of Shop-drawings
Batch 2: Themed Areas and Scenographies
- Ongoing production of Atrium Sculpture (65% accomplished)
- Onsite previous works for Atrium Sculpture (100%
accomplished)
- Ongoing AV equipment purchase orders (30% accomplished)
- Beginning of Lighting equipment purchase orders
- Ongoing Material Supply for Showcases and Furniture (65%
accomplished)
- Ongoing production Showcases and Furniture (20%
accomplished)
- Presentation of final Graphic Design/beginning of Final Arts
- End of Research/negotiation of Footage/Copyrighted Material
(100% accomplished)
- End of Final Design Review, Revision of Story Boards and
Tablet Programming for AV Production (100%
accomplished)
- Beginning inspection of artefacts for mounting supports
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4

5

6

6 months
after contract
signature

- Development and presentation of Shop-drawings
Batch 3: Mechanical Interactives
- Ongoing Building Fit-out (25% accomplished)
- Ongoing onsite installation Atrium Sculpture (50%
accomplished)
- Beginning onsite installation AV equipment
- Ongoing purchase and preparation of Lighting equipment
(40% accomplished)
- End of fabrication of Showcases and Furniture (80%
accomplished)
- Beginning of Graphic production
- Ongoing AV production of Graphics, Animation,
Programming of Interactives, Editing and Music
Composing/Sound Design (35% accomplished)
- Beginning of design adjustments for Mounting Supports
- Ongoing production of Themed Areas and Scenographies
(65% accomplished)
- Beginning of production of Mechanical Interactives
- Ongoing development of information for Models (25%
accomplished)

7,5 months
after contract
signature

- Development and presentation of Shop-drawings
Batch 4: Mounting Supports and Models
- End of building fit-out
- Ongoing AV equipment installation (30% accomplished)
- Ongoing purchase and preparation of Lighting equipment
(70% accomplished)
- Ongoing installation of Showcases and Furniture (15%
accomplished)
- Ongoing production of Graphics (50% accomplished)
- Ongoing AV production of Graphics, Animation,
Programming of Interactives, Editing, Composing and Music
Composing/Sound Design (60% accomplished)
- Beginning pre-production of Mounting Supports
- Delivery onsite Themed Areas and Scenographies. Beginning
of onsite installation
- Ongoing production of Mechanical Interactives (60%
accomplished)
- Beginning of production of Models

10 months
after contract
signature

- Ongoing preparation of the Operation-Maintenance Manual
(15% accomplished)
- Installation of Atrium Sculpture completed
- End of installation of AV equipment, Commissioning (75%
accomplished) and beginning of Final Programming onsite
- Ongoing installation of Lighting equipment (35%
accomplished)
- Installation of Showcases and Furniture completed
- Ongoing onsite installation of Graphics (35% accomplished)
- End of AV production of Graphics, Animation, Programming
of Interactives,
Editing,
Composing and
Music
Composing/Sound Design and Mastering and beginning of
AV onsite implementation
- Ongoing onsite installation of Mounting Supports (25%
accomplished)
- Scenographies and Themed Areas completed
- Replicas and Reproductions delivered onsite
- End of production of Models
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7

13 months
after contract
signature

8

To be
determined

Provisional acceptance
- All productions completed
- All off-site works completed
- All onsite installations completed
- Maintenance and Operation Manual completed
- Training of onsite personnel completed
- Soft-Opening and final adjustments completed

10%

Final acceptance
- Acceptance of the entire project by the HEH

10%

TOTAL

100%

Lot 2
The service contract shall be signed with the works contract of Lot 1 and shall enter into force one
month before the provisional acceptance. It shall run for a maximum of 4 years.

3.3.2 Meetings
Lot 1
Throughout the duration of the contract intensive co-operation will be required.
A kick-off meeting will be organised. During the kick off meeting all questions related to the
methodology, to planning and to the administration of the contract will have to be raised. The
Contractor will receive additional information about the project.
The kick-off meeting will be followed by an Inception Phase when all materials produced by the
European Parliament, not already included in this tender file, will be analysed by the Contractor and
discussed between the Contractor, the HEH Project Manager and the Design Project Manager to
clarify all aspects of the project.
After the signature of the contract there will be, on average, weekly project meetings. Until the
provisional acceptance of the permanent exhibition these meetings, lasting 1 workday, will be
scheduled between the Contractor and the European Parliament on the premises of the European
Parliament in Brussels. In agreement between the contracting parties the schedule of weekly meetings
can be modified. Upon request and only during the first phase of the project (off site development)
some meetings can be videoconferences or Skype meetings.
The HEH Project Manager, the Design Project Manager and the Contractor's Project Manager must
participate to those meetings. When the installation has begun the participation of the Works
coordinator/Manager will be mandatory, too. Other participants will be regularly invited to attend the
meeting according to the issues under discussion and the specific expertise necessary.
The agenda of those weekly meetings will be drafted by the Design Project Manager (after request for
input of the Contractor and of the HEH Project Manager). This agenda will be sent to all participants
at least 1 working day before the meeting.
The Contractor's Project Manager will draft the minutes of the meetings, collect participants'
comments - at least 2 working days before the next meeting - and finalize the minutes. The final
minutes will be confirmed. The minutes are complementary to the technical report established by the
Contractor. They summarize the main points of discussion and point the decision taken as well as the
responsibilities and input needed to perform the decision.
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The staff responsible for Project Management (HEH Project Manager, Design Project Manager and
Contractor's Project Manager) must be reachable during working hours by mobile phone and be
available for ad-hoc meetings via videoconference/Skype.
Lot 2
A kick-off meeting at the entry into force of the contract will be organised. The Contractor and the
designated on-site staff shall attend this meeting. During this meeting practical daily routines and
working schedules will be agreed.
Quarterly meetings lasting maximum 1 workday for discussion/adaptation of the performance of the
provided services with the Contractor shall be organised.
The agenda of those meetings will be drafted by the HEH team. This agenda will be sent to all
participants at least 5 working days before the meeting.
The Contractor will draft the minutes of the meetings, collect participants' comments - at latest 5
working days after the meeting - and finalize the minutes within the 10 working days after the
meeting. The final minutes will be confirmed.
Meetings will be held in Brussels at the premises of the European Parliament.

3.3.3 Place of performance
Lot 1
The permanent exhibition will be installed in the Eastman building. However, the steps preceding the
installation will be performed at the Contractor's premises.
Meetings will be held, in principle, in Brussels at the premises of the European Parliament.
It should be noted that there will be regular meetings in Brussels as well as occasional travel missions
when required for the performance of the contract.
Given its location in the city and in the area the site is not easy to access (see Annex XIV). The
Contractor has to take these difficulties into consideration when programming the works. Detailed
information about the access constraints and restrictions will be given during the site visit.
Lot 2

Please see Annex II point 4.1.
3.3.4 Approval procedure during production and installation - sign-off/Acceptance
Lot 1
All shop drawings, samples, AV’s and multimedia storyboards, voices, planning, etc. have to be
reviewed by the Design Project Manager and approved by the HEH Project Manager in preliminary
and final version. The Contractor will have to improve all those elements until they receive the
approval. During this process the Contractor will advise and assess the necessary alternative solutions
up to the point of sign-off.
In order to allow a quick and flexible follow up and sign off of the works by the HEH, all necessary
travels (and accommodations, if relevant) of the HEH representative to the Contractor (or subContractor) venue will be organized by the Contractor. All the related costs will be reimbursed by the
European Parliament to the Contractor (see 3.2.7).
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The sign-off process of the steps will require from the Contractor to prepare a document that lists the
elements in question, and a list of documents that have been delivered to the HEH. A meeting with all
parties involved will take place to verify that all elements comply with the requirements of the projects
(defined in the specifications and in all subsequent official documents and minutes of the meetings).
The list of reservations including deadlines will be established and signed by all parties. The sign-off
will only be obtained when all reservations are lifted.
Any significant decision during the production and installation has to be submitted to the Design
Project Manager and approved by the HEH team.
Lot 2
Please see draft service contract Article I.8 and I.15.

3.3.5 Organisation of the European Parliament/HEH
Lot 1
On behalf of the European Parliament, the HEH will monitor the production, installation and
maintenance of the Permanent exhibition. The House of European History project falls under the
Directorate General for Communication and its Directorate for 'Relations with Citizens'.
From the Parliament, the three key players are:




The Project Leader of the HEH team (Head of Unit)
The HEH Project Manager
The HEH Financial Officer

The HEH content supervisor, HEH collection manager and the HEH lawyer will be associated to the
works on request.
The HEH Project Manager – assisted by the Design Project Manager - is responsible for the
production and installation of the Permanent Exhibition on behalf of the European Parliament/HEH.
The Contractor shall identify one Project manager and one Works coordinator/manager who will be
the contact persons for the European Parliament.
The working language is English. The staff responsible for the execution of the contract must have a
sufficient knowledge of the language (see point 13.2 in Selection Criteria).
Lot 2
On behalf on the European Parliament the HEH supervisor will be the contact person for the
maintenance services. The contractor shall define one contact point (coordinator) for the European
Parliament.
The working language is English. The staff responsible for the execution of the contract must have a
sufficient knowledge of the language.

3.3.6 Access to the Parliament
Lot 1
During the performance of the contract the European Parliament will provide access to the European
Parliament/the Eastman building to staff of the Contractor. The Contractor will be asked to draw up
lists of staff for which he requests access to the premises of the European Parliament. Details will be
agreed during the kick-off meeting.
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Prior to the hand-over of the Eastman building there will be only limited access as works are on-going.
The Parliament's Directorate-General for Infrastructure and Logistics will coordinate access to the
building in these phases.
After the hand-over of the Eastman building, the Contractor may access the building during the
opening hours of the European Parliament (office hours). If extra-hours are needed to respect the
execution deadline a special procedure will be established. This has to be requested at least one week
in advance.
During the performance of the contract the European Parliament will not make available any office
space, nor equipment nor technical means other than described above.
Lot 2
During the performance of the contract the European Parliament will provide access to the European
Parliament/the Eastman building to staff of the Contractor. The Contractor will be asked to draw up
lists of staff for which he requests access to the premises of the European Parliament. Details will be
agreed during the kick-off meeting.
During the performance of the contract the European Parliament will make available a working
station.
The European Parliament will not place at disposal any equipment/tools. The Contractor shall provide
all equipment/tools and any other relevant material necessary for the performance of the maintenance
services.

4

PARTICIPATION IN THE TENDER PROCEDURE

Participation in this invitation-to-tender procedure is open on the same terms to all natural or legal
persons and public entities in a European Union Member State and to all natural and legal persons and
public entities of a third country which has concluded a specific public-procurement agreement with
the European Union giving them access to the contract which is the subject of this invitation to tender
and on the terms laid down by that agreement.
In order to ascertain the eligibility of tenderers, they must indicate in their tenders the country in which
they have their registered office or in which they are domiciled. They must also submit the evidence
required under their national law or other, equivalent proof enabling the European Parliament to check
where they come from.

5

CONSORTIUM OF ECONOMIC OPERATORS

If the tender is submitted by a consortium of economic operators, Form 3 must be completed for each
of the lots and included with it.
Consortiums of economic operators may submit a tender. The European Parliament reserves the right
to require the consortium selected to have a given legal form if this is necessary for the proper
performance of the contract. This requirement may be communicated by the European Parliament at
any time during the contract award procedure, but at all events before the contract is signed.
The consortium of economic operators shall provide proof of its legal form by the time the contract - if
awarded to it - is signed. This may take one of the following forms:
- an entity with legal personality recognised by a Member State;
- an entity without legal personality but offering sufficient protection of the European Parliament's
contractual interests (depending on the Member State concerned, this may be, for example, a
consortium or a temporary partnership);
- the signature by all the partners of a type of ‘power of attorney’ or equivalent document
confirming a form of cooperation.
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The consortium’s actual status shall be established by any document or agreement signed by the
members of the consortium, which shall be appended to the tender.
Those documents or agreements may exceptionally be modified and/or submitted after the time limit
for submission of a tender, but under no circumstances after the outcome of the invitation to tender has
been communicated to the tenderers concerned. The European Parliament reserves the right to reject a
tender if the terms of agreements between the members of a consortium are modified during the
procedure, if those terms make no provision for the joint and several liability of the consortium's
members or if no agreement with legal force has been submitted with the tender.
The European Parliament may accept other legal forms not referred to above, provided that they
ensure the parties' joint and several liability and are compatible with performance of the contract. At
all events, it should be noted that, in the contract to be signed with the consortium, the European
Parliament will refer expressly to the existence of such joint and several liability. In addition, it
reserves the right to require, contractually, the appointment of an authorised representative who may
represent the members and who is empowered, inter alia, to issue invoices on behalf of the other
members.
Tenders from consortiums of economic operators must specify the role, qualifications and experience
of each of the members of the consortium. The tender shall be submitted jointly by the economic
operators, who shall also assume joint and several liability for the tender submission.
Members of consortiums of economic operators exclusively in charge of works under Lot 1 or of
services under Lot 2 shall not assume joint and several liability for the works or services falling
under the other Lot.
In the case of a consortium of economic operators, each member shall furnish proof of right of access
to the contract (eligibility), as well as proof concerning compliance with the exclusion and selection
criteria. With regard to the selection criteria, the European Parliament may rely on the capacity of the
other members of the consortium in order to establish whether the tenderer will have the resources
needed to perform the contract. In this case an undertaking shall be required from those members
stating that they will make available to the other members the resources needed to perform the
contract.

6

SUBCONTRACTING

Subcontracting is permitted.
If the tenderer uses subcontractors, Form 4 must be completed for each of the Lots and included with
the tender. The tenderer shall mention each subcontractor reaching more than 2% of the total contract
value of each Lot.
The tender shall give details, as far as possible, of that part of the contract which the tenderer proposes
to subcontract and the identity of the subcontractors. During the contract award procedure or
performance of the contract the European Parliament reserves the right to require tenderers to supply
information about the financial, economic, technical and professional capacity of the proposed
subcontractor(s). Likewise, the European Parliament will demand the requisite proof to establish
whether the subcontractors comply with the requisite exclusion criteria. Tenderers are hereby
informed that proposed subcontractors may not be in one of the situations described in Articles 106,
107 and 109 of the Financial Regulation, which entail exclusion from participation in a contract issued
by the European Union.
The European Parliament is entitled to reject any subcontractor who does not comply with the
exclusion and/or selection criteria (see points 12 and 13 respectively).
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Furthermore, the European Parliament must be informed by the Contractor of any subsequent use of
subcontracting not provided for in the tender. The authorising officer responsible reserves the right to
accept or reject the proposed subcontractor. In order to do so he may demand the requisite proof to
establish whether the subcontractor(s) complies/comply with the requisite criteria. The European
Parliament’s authorisation will always be granted in writing.
If the contract is awarded to a tenderer who proposes a subcontractor in his tender, this equates to
giving consent for the subcontracting.

7

VARIANTS

Variants are not permitted.

8

PRICES

Tenderers shall submit a separate price for each of the lots. A reduced overall price may be quoted if
all the lots are awarded to the tenderer concerned. However, that overall price will not be taken into
consideration for the evaluation of the tenders submitted. The evaluation will take account only of the
separate prices for each of the lots.
Pursuant to Article 3 of the Protocol on the privileges and immunities of the European Union, the price
quotation shall be submitted excluding VAT and other equivalent indirect taxes.
Lot 1
Prices are not open to revision for Lot 1.
The price quoted must be all-inclusive and shall cover all the costs (eg project management costs,
administrative overheads, prototypes and sample costs, permits and licences, disposal of waste, etc.),
including delivery and installation costs, borne by the Contractor in performance of this contract. The
price must be expressed in euros, including for countries which are not part of the euro zone. For
tenderers in those countries, the amount of the tender may not be revised in line with exchange rate
movements. It is for the tenderer to select an exchange rate and accept the risks or the benefits
deriving from any variation.
The tenderers are required to fill in all fields of the Bill of Quantity (see Form 13) Furthermore the
tenderers shall fill in and sign the Price List (Form 14). The total amount of the Price List shall be
binding.
The Bill 16 contains “Amounts to be justified”. Please see draft works contract, Article II.1 for further
explanation of their implementation.
In addition to the price, travel, subsistence, accommodation and other expenses from third parties (e.g.
third party intellectual property rights, etc) provided for by the tender specifications shall be
reimbursed, excluding VAT, on production of original supporting documents, including invoices,
receipts and used tickets.
Travel and subsistence expenses shall be reimbursed, where appropriate, on the basis of the shortest
itinerary and the minimum number of nights necessary for overnight stay at the destination.
The daily subsistence allowance and the accommodation ceiling shall be as listed in Annexes X, XI
and XII.
Lot 2
The prices for Lot 2 can be revised in accordance with the terms set out in the contract (see Article I.5
of the draft service contract). Please note that this contract will enter into force at the earliest 1 month
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before the provisional acceptance and a first price revision will only take place after one year of entry
into force of the contract.
The prices quoted must be all-inclusive (eg delivery, travel expenses, intellectual property rights, etc.)
and expressed in euros, including for countries which are not part of the euro zone. For tenderers in
those countries, the amount of the tender may not be revised in line with exchange rate movements. It
is for the tenderer to select an exchange rate and accept the risks or the benefits deriving from any
variation.
The tenderers shall fill in and sign the Price List (Form 15).
In addition, costs related to the acquisition of third party intellectual property rights (upon prior
approval by the HEH) shall be reimbursed on production of original supporting documents, including
invoices.

9

FINANCIAL GUARANTEES

Lot 1
A 8 % Performance bond will be required at the signature of the contract. Further details please see
Article I.5 of the draft works contract.
Lot 2
A 10 % Performance bond will be required at the entry into force of the contract. Further details please
see Article I.6 of the draft service contract.

10 ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS
Tenderers shall undertake to comply with the environmental legislation in force in the field of the
contract, should it be awarded to them. It should be noted in this connection that the European
Parliament applies the EMAS environmental management system in accordance with Regulation (EC)
No 1221/2009 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 25 November 2009. Information
about EMAS is provided by the authorising department in Annex III to these specifications. The
successful tenderer will be required to ensure that the information provided by the European
Parliament on the EMAS programme in general, and more specifically on the implementation of
environmental measures in practice, is known by all his staff working for the European Parliament.
At the European Parliament's request the successful tenderer may be required to certify that anyone
assigned to work under the contract has received the appropriate professional training required
(technical, safety and environmental training) concerning compliance with safety rules and correct
handling of the equipment and products to be used, including action to be taken in the event of
incorrect handling or any other incidents.
Upon request the successful tenderer will also supply the requisite information for European
Parliament staff on the environmental measures to be taken with regard to the products used in
connection with performance of the contract.

11 POLICY ON THE PROMOTION OF EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES
Tenderers shall undertake to observe a policy on the promotion of equality and diversity in the
performance of the contract, should it be awarded to them, by applying the principles of nondiscrimination and equality set out in the Community Treaties in full and in their entirety. More
particularly, the tenderer awarded the contract shall undertake to establish, maintain and promote an
open and inclusive working environment which respects human dignity and the principles of equal
opportunities, based on three main elements:
-

equality between men and women;
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-

employment and integration of disabled persons;
the removal of all obstacles to recruitment and all potential discrimination based on sex, race or
ethnic origin, religion or convictions, disability, age or sexual orientation.
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PART II – EXCLUSION, SELECTION AND AWARD CRITERIA

12 EXCLUSION CRITERIA
Article 106 of the Financial Regulation
1. Candidates or tenderers shall be excluded from participation in procurement procedures if:
a) they are bankrupt or being wound up, are having their affairs administered by the courts, have
entered into an arrangement with creditors, have suspended business activities, are the subject
of proceedings concerning those matters, or are in any analogous situation arising from a
similar procedure provided for in national legislation or regulations;
b) they or persons having powers of representation, decision making or control over them have
been convicted of an offence concerning their professional conduct by a judgment of a
competent authority of a Member State which has the force of res judicata;
c) they have been guilty of grave professional misconduct proven by any means which the
contracting authority can justify including by decisions of the EIB and international
organisations;
d) they are not in compliance with their obligations relating to the payment of social security
contributions or the payment of taxes in accordance with the legal provisions of the country in
which they are established or with those of the country of the contracting authority or those of
the country where the contract is to be performed;
e) they or persons having powers of representation, decision making or control over them have
been the subject of a judgment which has the force of res judicata for fraud, corruption,
involvement in a criminal organisation, money laundering or any other illegal activity, where
such illegal activity is detrimental to the Union’s financial interests;
f) they are subject to an administrative penalty referred to in Article 109(1)3.
Points (a) to (d) of the first subparagraph shall not apply in the case of the purchase of supplies on
particularly advantageous terms from a supplier which is definitively winding up its business
activities or from the receivers or liquidators of a bankruptcy, through an arrangement with
creditors, or through a similar procedure under national law.
Points (b) and (e) of the first subparagraph shall not apply where the candidates or tenderers can
demonstrate that adequate measures have been adopted against the persons having powers of
representation, decision making or control over them, who are subject to a judgment as referred to
in points (b) or (e) of the first subparagraph.
Article 107 of the Financial Regulation
2. A contract shall not be awarded to candidates or tenderers who, during the procurement procedure
for that contract:
a) are subject to a conflict of interests4;
b) are guilty of misrepresenting the information required by the contracting authority as a
condition of participation in the procurement procedure or fail to supply that information;

3

4

Article 109(1):
The contracting authority may impose administrative and/or financial penalties on the following:
(a) Contractors, candidates or tenderers in the cases referred to in point (b) of Article 107(1);
(b) Contractors who have been declared to be in serious breach of their obligations under contracts covered
by the budget.
In all cases, however, the contracting authority shall first give the person concerned an opportunity to
present his or her observations.
Tenderers must declare that they do not have any conflict of interest in connection with the contract
(economic interests, political or national affinities, family or emotional ties, or any other relevant connection
or shared interest).
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c) find themselves in one of the situations of exclusion, referred to in Article 106(1), for the
procurement procedure.

Please note that for this open call for tender economic operators working with the
Contractor on the call for tender "European Parliament/DGCOMM/HEH/01/12 Design
of the permanent exhibition of the House of European History in Brussels - Belgium"
are regarded as having a conflict of interest and will be excluded.
Evaluation of the exclusion criteria
1. All tenderers (including consortium members and subcontractors) must submit the declaration on
the tenderer’s honour, duly dated and signed, which is set out in Form 1.
2. The tenderer to whom the contract is to be awarded will be required, within 10 calendar days of
the date of notification of the provisional award of the contract and before the contract is signed,
to supply the following documentary evidence:
-

-

a recent extract from the judicial record or, failing that, a recent equivalent document issued
by a judicial or administrative authority in the country of origin or provenance showing that
the tenderer to whom the contract is to be awarded is not in one of the situations referred to in
Article 106(1)(a), (b) or (e) of the Financial Regulation; for the instances referred to in Article
106(1)(b) and (e), the same shall apply to persons having powers of representation, decision
making or control over the tenderer;
a recent certificate issued by the competent authority of the State concerned proving that the
tenderer is not in the situation referred to in Article 106(1)(d) of the Financial Regulation.
where the documents or certificates referred to above are not issued in the country concerned,
and in respect of the other exclusion situations referred to in Article 106 of the Financial
Regulation, they may be replaced by a sworn or, failing that, a solemn statement made by the
interested party before a judicial or administrative authority, a notary or a qualified
professional body in his country of origin or provenance;

3. The tenderer to whom the contract is to be awarded shall be exempt from the requirement to
submit the documentary evidence referred to in paragraph 2 if that evidence has already been
submitted for the purposes of another European Parliament procurement procedure and provided
that the documents in question were not issued more than one year previously and are still valid.
In such cases, the tenderer shall attest on his honour that the supporting documents have already
been provided in a previous procurement procedure, which he shall identify, and that no changes
in his situation have occurred.

13 SELECTION CRITERIA
Any tenderer must furnish proof of his authorisation to perform the contract under his national law. To
do so, he shall submit one or more supporting documents substantiating that authorisation. The
European Parliament accepts, as supporting documents:





registration in the business or professional registry,
a sworn statement or
a certificate substantiating membership of a specific organisation or
registration in the VAT registry.

If none of these documents provides the requisite proof to substantiate and assess the existence of such
authorisation, the European Parliament may accept other equivalent official documents furnished by
the tenderer.
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In the case of consortiums of economic operators, each member will furnish proof of authorisation to
perform the contract.
Proof of status and legal capacity
As proof of their status and legal capacity, tenderer must append to their tenders


a copy of their articles of association or equivalent document

enabling the European Parliament to determine their form and legal capacity to perform the contract.
Should the proof submitted not be sufficient for that purpose, the European Parliament may demand
other proof during the tender assessment process. Where no such proof is submitted, the European
Parliament reserves the right to deem the tender inadmissible.

13.1 Economic and financial capacity
Tenderers must have sufficient economic and financial capacity to enable them to perform the contract
in compliance with the contractual provisions. If, in the light of the information supplied, the European
Parliament has serious doubts about a tenderer's financial capacity, or if this is clearly insufficient for
performance of the contract, the application may be rejected without the candidate being able to claim
any financial compensation.
Lot

Required capacity

Assessment of capacity

In respect of the contract which is the subject of this invitation to tender the
European Parliament requires tenderers to have a minimum economic and
financial capacity which will be assessed on the basis of the following information

Economic and financial capacity will be
assessed on the basis of the information
included in the following documents to
be supplied by the tenderers:

1
and
2

Tenderers should have appropriate professional risk indemnity insurance in place, in
particular against risks and damage relating to performance of the contract which is
required by the relevant legislation.

A copy of valid risk indemnity policy in
place for each of the lots.

1

Tenderers must demonstrate a minimum turnover of € 15 million relating to the
works/services associated with the field covered by the contract of Lot 1 in at least
one of the last three (3) financial years for which accounts have been closed.
For tenderers from Consortiums/Subcontractors the turnover will be consolidated.

Financial statements (balance sheets,
profit and loss accounts and any other
related financial information) for the last
three financial years for which accounts
have been closed.

2

Tenderers must demonstrate a minimum turnover of €400 00 0 relating to the
works/services associated with the field covered by the contract of Lot 2 in at least
one of the last three (3) financial years for which accounts have been closed.
For tenderers from Consortiums/Subcontractors the turnover will be consolidated.

A statement of overall turnover and
turnover relating to the works associated
with the field covered by the contract for
the last 3 financial years for which the
accounts have been closed (Form 5)
Financial statements (balance sheets,
profit and loss accounts and any other
related financial information) for the last
three financial years for which accounts
have been closed.
A statement of overall turnover and
turnover relating to the works associated
with the field covered by the contract for
the last 3 financial years for which the
accounts have been closed (Form 5)

If the tenderer is unable to provide the references requested, he may prove his economic and financial
capacity by any other means which the European Parliament considers appropriate.
The tenderer may also rely on the capacity of other entities, irrespective of the legal nature of the links
between him and those entities. In that case, he must prove to the European Parliament that he will
have the resources needed to perform the contract, for instance by providing an assurance of the
undertaking by those entities to make them available to him. In that case the European Parliament is
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entitled to refuse the application or the tender submitted if it has doubts about the undertaking by the
third party or about that party’s financial capacity. Parliament may require the tenderer and those other
entities to be jointly liable for performance of the contract.
On the same basis, a consortium of economic operators may rely on the capacity of members of the
consortium or of other entities.
Tenderers may also rely on the economic capacities of one or more subcontractors in so far as they
undertake to take part in the process of performing the contract. In such instances, the European
Parliament will assess the capacities of the subcontractor(s) in the light of the extent to which the latter
is/are involved in performing the contract.
13.2 Technical and professional capacity
Tenderers must have sufficient technical and professional capacities to enable them to perform the
contract in compliance with the contractual provisions, taking into account its value and scale. If, in
the light of the information supplied by the tenderer, the European Parliament has doubts about a
tenderer's technical and professional capacity, or if it is clearly insufficient for performance of the
contract, the tender may be rejected without the tenderer being able to claim any financial
compensation.
Lot

1
and
2
1

Required Capacity

Assessment of capacity

In respect of the contract which is the subject of this invitation to tender
the European Parliament requires tenderers to have the following
technical and professional capacity

Technical and professional capacity will be assessed on
the basis of the information included in the following
documents to be supplied by the tenderers

Proven capacity in quality management

ISO 9001: 2000 certificate or equivalent for each of the lots

At least 12 years of experience in
technical and creative development,
fabrication and installation of projects
of similar nature and complexity of this
tendering procedure

At least 3 exhibitions
completed within the last 10
years, 2 being completed
during the last 5 years
of at least 2000m2 exhibition
space
of a value of at least € 5
million
for which project
management was done
for which AV softwares
(video, multimedia,
interactives) were developed
for which the museum
conservation-grade
showcases and furniture was
produced
for which the integration and
installation of the museum
equipment (incl. light, AV,
multimedia, museum
furniture, etc.) was carried
out
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1

Project Manager
who will be responsible for the
management, coordination and
streamlining of all activities leading to
the successful and timely
implementation of the Project from the
inception step to completion and final
acceptance

1

Audio Visual Software/Media (AVSW)
Director
who will be responsible for detailed
design and production of both passive
and interactive audiovisual experiences

1

Works Coordinator/Manager
who will be responsible for the
management, coordination and
streamlining of all works both off site
and on site leading to the successful
and timely implementation of the
Project from the beginning of the works
to completion and final acceptance

1

Audio Visual Software/Media Expert in
Tablet Navigation
who will develop the tablet interface
and the content management system
of the tablet

1

Graphic-Art Expert
who will take graphic scheme design
content through to digital artwork files
ready for production

1

Exhibit Mounting Support Expert
who will be responsible for the analysis,
study and examination of the objects to
be exhibited (Originals, Replicas or
Free-Size Reproductions), design of
every specific mounting support based
on the different categories established
in the tender documents, supervision of
the workshop fabrication, onsite
adaptation and installation

Project Manager
appropriate qualifications;
10 years of relevant
experience in this field with
at least 3 proven exhibition
projects of a size and
complexity similar to that
described in this tendering
procedure in the last 8 years
Capacity to work in English
Audio Visual Software/Media
(AVSW) Director
appropriate qualifications;
10
years
of
relevant
experience in audiovisual
production incl. scripting,
filming editing
Capacity to work in English
Works
Coordinator/Manager
appropriate qualifications
10 years of relevant
experience in this field with
at least 3 proven exhibition
projects of a size and
complexity similar to that
described in this tendering
procedure in the last 8 years
Capacity to work in English
Audio Visual Software/Media
Expert in Tablet Navigation
appropriate qualifications;
5 years of relevant
experience in tablet
navigation similar to the one
described in the Tendering
procedure
Capacity to work in English
Graphic-Art Expert
appropriate qualifications
10 years of relevant
experience in graphical
design
Capacity to work in English
Exhibit Mounting Support
Expert
appropriate qualifications
10
years
of
relevant
experience in development
of mounting supports
Capacity to work in English
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insurance
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1

1

Audiovisual Hardware expert
who will integrate systems and
equipment as well as tablet navigation
system in the exhibition

appropriate qualifications
10
years
of
relevant
experience in integration of
equipment in exhibitions
Capacity to work in English

Structural Engineer Expert

Structural Engineer Expert
Appropriate qualifications
10 years of relevant
experience in this field with
at least proven project
technical management of 2
projects completed within
last 10 years
The Structural Engineer
Expert and/or Team must be
a fully licensed and insured
engineer specialized in
structural calculations and
must be familiar with the
calculation of singular metal
structures, specially
suspended ones, and
structural analysis
Capacity to work in English

who will be responsible for the
structural calculation, review of the
shopdrawings, control and supervision
of the workshop fabrication and onsite
installation of the Atrium Sculpture

2

Audiovisual Hardware expert

At least 5 years of experience in:
Maintenance of museum exhibitions
incl.
 Sets and exhibition
installations, manual
interactives and models
 Museum components
e.g. museum furniture
 Graphic design, museum
signage; Multimedia and
audiovisual hardware

Electric engineering work
(high and low voltage),
installation of light, sound,
audiovisual, computer
technology (hardware and
software)

At least 2 exhibitions (in the
last 5 years) where the
tenderer carried out
maintenance similar in size
and complexity to those
described in this tendering
procedure

List of the principal works/services provided in the past 5
years, with the sums, dates and recipients, public or
private (Form 8)
Short description of the reference projects (Form 10)

NB: The EP reserves the right to contact all the indicated reference points for information on the
project/contract by any means (e.g. the internet). The recipients' permissions need to be assured.
The tenderer or candidate may also rely on the capacity of other entities, irrespective of the legal
nature of the links between himself and those entities. In that case, he must prove to the European
Parliament that he will have the resources needed to perform the contract, for instance by providing an
assurance of the undertaking by those entities to make them available to him. In that case the European
Parliament is entitled to refuse the application or the tender submitted if it has doubts about the
undertaking by the third party or about that party’s professional and/or technical capacity.
On the same basis, a consortium of economic operators may rely on the capacity of members of the
consortium or of other entities.
At all events, tenderers may always rely on the economic capacities of one or more subcontractors in
so far as they undertake to take part in the process of performing the contract. In such instances, the
European Parliament will assess the capacities of the subcontractor(s) in the light of the extent to
which the latter is/are involved in performing the contract.
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The European Parliament may conclude that economic operators will not perform the contract to an
appropriate quality standard where the European Parliament establishes that they have conflicting
interests which may negatively affect the performance of the contract.

14 AWARD CRITERIA
The contract will be awarded to the tender offering the best value for money.
Tenders will be evaluated on the basis of the following criteria:

Lot 1
- Quality criteria (60%)
- Price criterion (40%)

Quality Criteria (maximum 60 points)
A. Quality of the realisation and finishing of the requested prototypes/samples for showcases,
furniture, and Atrium sculpture elements (maximum 15 points)







Full understanding of the referential drawings and images
Adequate materials employed (ZF-MDF, low-iron glass, lacquers, sealant, etc.), including
certificates
Adequate finishes (no sharp edges, homogeneous powder coating or lacquering, homogeneous
matt brushing, etc.)
Adequate museum-grade opening system for the showcase samples: hinges, pull-and-slide,
etc.
Adequate museum-grade locking system for the showcase samples
Adequate museum-grade lighting system for the showcase samples: embedded LED fixtures,
surface mounted directional LED spots, local dimmer, etc.

Documents/Material to be provided for the evaluation of the criterion (For drawings and reference
information see Annex XVIII):
SAMPLE

CODE

ITEM/EXHIBIT

DESCRIPTION

REF. INFO

S.1.

N/A

Atrium Sculpture
Main volume of the sculpture

Section of aluminium band 180x800x5 mm,
belonging to the main volume of the sculpture
(atrium), including graphic pattern CNC-routed.
Matt finish.

CAD drawing and
referential images
enclosed

S.2.

N/A

Atrium Sculpture
Branch over exhibition area

Section of aluminium band 180x800x5 mm,
belonging to one of the branches of the sculpture
over the exhibition areas, including fragment of
Quote CNC-routed. Matt finish.

CAD drawing and
referential images
enclosed

S.3.

N/A

Atrium Sculpture
Branch over exhibition area

Section of aluminium band 180x800x5 mm,
belonging to one of the branches of the sculpture
over the exhibition areas, including name of the
author of the Quote CNC-routed. Matt finish.

CAD drawing and
referential images
enclosed

S.4.

03-B-v02

Full working hinged
freestanding showcase
prototype

Fully working hinged freestanding showcase
prototype (dimensions: 600x600x2400mm),
according to drawings and specifications,
including:
-Low-iron laminated glass front
-Ceiling with fully functioning light system
-Floor with adjustable feet
-Locking mechanism
-Technical data sheets of all materials

Drawings enclosed
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S.5.

N/A

Section of Pull-and-Slide
mechanism

Section of Pull-and-Slide mechanism, including
rail (length: 1000 mm), section of low-iron glass
front (1000x500 mm), with backpainted area, and
locking system. Must include all technical data
sheets of the materials.

Drawings enclosed

S.6.

N/A

Sample of powder coated
metal sheet backed with ZFMDF panel sealed with

Sample (dimensions according to drawing) of
powder coated metal sheet (2.5 mm) backed with
ZF-MDF panel (16 mm) sealed with

Sketch enclosed

Dacrylate™

Dacrylate™. RAL7039-Quartz grey, forming a
corner matt finish. Certificates and specification
sheets of products must be enclosed.

Sample of scenographic
cladding for existing wall

Sample of scenographic cladding (500x500 mm)
reproducing a solid brick and plaster wall from the
30s, partially “peeled-off” and destroyed by
projectile impacts.

S.7.

03-D-s01

Referential images and
drawing enclosed

The existing wall must be directly clad with
texturized panels in poliester resin and fiber glass.
All joints, screw heads, etc, must be plastered and
hidden. Mass tinted Thixotropic mortar,
scenographic painting and patinas must be applied
for additional textures and effects. The final result
must be stabilized with a heavy-duty transparent
varnish, matt finish, and the ensemble must be
fire-proof. Certificates and specification sheets of
products must be enclosed.

And
S.14.

N/A

Sample of raw steel sheet
fixed to glass

Sample of raw steel sheet (3 mm), finished with
ultra-matt high-resistance polyurethane varnish,
fixed to low-iron safety laminated glass, Optiwhite
or similar (5+5 mm). Total dimensions 500x500
mm. Certificates and specification sheets of
products must be enclosed.

Referential images and
sketch enclosed

S.15.

N/A

Glasses fixed in the shape of
a tretrahedron

Glasses fixed in the shape of a tretrahedron. The
first side must be low-iron laminated glass

Referential images and
sketch enclosed

(Optiwhite™ or similar), the second must have a
silver mirror finish and the third also a silver
mirror bur covered in the back with a steel sheet (3
mm), powder coated in RAL 9004 Signal Black.
The fourth side will remain open. Description and
specification sheets of products used to fixed
glasses must be enclosed.

Note
Specification sheets must be included of all specific products and materials requested, such as ZFMDF, Dacrylate, water-based lacquers, solvent-free zero-VOC inks and adhesives, etc.
B. Quality of the realisation and finishing of the requested prototypes/samples for graphics
(maximum 5 points)


Adequate materials employed (ZF-MDF, water-based lacquers, solvent-free zero-VOC inks and
adhesives, etc.), including certificates



For direct print onto rigid substrate (lacquered ZF-MDF, stainless steel, etc.)
o
o
o
o
o

Uniform printed surface without banding effects
Correct colorimetry
Print-dots invisibles
Smooth and calibrated substrate
Clean and straight cuts in substrates
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o


Varnish, overlaminates and interlayers without bubbles, scratches or abrasions

For direct print onto fabrics
o
o
o
o



Uniform printed surface without banding effects
Correct colorimetry
Print-dots invisibles
Texture of fabric adequate for image to be printed

For RGB print for rear-lighting and full overlamination
o
o
o



Correct colorimetry
Clean and straight cuts in substrates
Overlamination without bubbles, scratches or abrasions

For CNC-carving and infill onto metal sheet
o
o
o
o

Smooth and calibrated substrate
CNC-routing including fully perpendicular angles
Uniform routing depth and width
Smooth lacquering finish without bubbles

Documents/Material to be provided for the evaluation of the criterion (For drawings, artworks and
reference information see Annex XVIII):
SAMPLE

CODE

ITEM/EXHIBIT

DESCRIPTION

REF. INFO

S.8.

N/A

Sample of direct print on ZFMDF lacquered panel

Sample (500x500 mm) of direct print to panel of
ZF-MDF (16 mm), lacquered in white in the
front and in RAL 7039-Quartz Grey on edges
and back. Matt finish. Lacquer must be water
based. Certificates and specification sheets of
products must be enclosed.

Artwork enclosed

S.9.

N/A

Sample of graphic interlayer
into safety laminated glass

Sample of graphic interlayer into safety

Artwork enclosed

Sample of digital print onto
single-span polyester fabric

Sample of digital print to single-span polyester
fabric, printed with ultra-flex UV inks and
coated with a durable epoxy seal (Leach

S.10.

N/A

laminated glass (5+5) (Sentryglass™
similar). Total dimensions 500x500 mm.

or

Artwork enclosed

Titan™ or similar). Sample to be fixed using
appropriate adhesives on a 19 mm MDF board.
Total dimensions 500x500 mm. Certificates and
specification sheets of products must be
enclosed.
S.11.

N/A

Sample of digital print onto
polyester fabric

Sample of digital print onto fire-proof polyester

Artwork enclosed

fabric (Display Trevira™ or similar). Sample
to be tensed on a 19 mm MDF board (stapled in
the back). Total dimensions 500x500 mm.
Certificates and specification sheets of products
must be enclosed.

S.12.

06-F-f03g01

Sample
of
CNC-routed
graphics to stainless steel
sheet with black colour infill

Sample of skyline acid etched to stainless steel
sheet (3 mm), matt finish with black colour infill
(high-resistance ink for outdoors). Sample to be
fixed on a 19 mm MDF board. Total dimensions
500x500 mm.

Artwork enclosed

S.13.

03-C-s01g04

Sample of graphics directly
printed on stainless steel sheet

Sample of map and photo directly printed on a
stainless steel sheet (3 mm), matt finish, with a
cut-out semi-circle. Sample to be fixed on a 19
mm MDF board. Total dimensions 500x500
mm.

Artwork
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C. Quality of the realisation and finishing of the requested mounting supports (maximum 5
points)


Full understanding of the referential drawings and images



Adequate materials employed (ZF-MDF, water-based lacquers, frosted acrylic panels,
sealants, etc), including certificates, especially for museum-grade conservation ones
(Plastazote, Mylar, double-sided tapes, acid-free cardboards, etc)



Adequate finishes (no sharp edges, homogeneous powder coating or lacquering, homogeneous
matt brushing, etc)

Documents/Material to be provided for the evaluation of the criterion (For drawings and reference
information see Annex XVIII):
SAMPLE

CODE

ITEM/EXHIBIT
support

type

DESCRIPTION

REF. INFO

Sample of support type FRAME, including all
elements (anti-reflective glass, acid-free
passepartout, etc). Must include printed
document 500x354 mm. Passepartout 30 mm.
Certificates and specification sheets of products
must be enclosed.

Final art of element to be
framed enclosed

S.16.

N/A

Sample of
FRAME

S.17.

N/A

Sample of support type W

Sample of support type W (Øext= 18 mm, Øint=
8 mm, length with base= 48 mm), finished in
stainless steel, matt finish

Drawing enclosed

S.18.

N/A

Sample of support type WSIFROSTED

Sample of support type WSI-FROSTED (Ø of
rod 8 mm, length 250 mm), finished in stainless
steel, matt finish. Including acrylic frosted panel
(Satinice or similar), 200x200x15 mm. This
support must fit in sample number S.19.
Certificates and specification sheets of products
must be enclosed.

Drawing enclosed

S.19.

N/A

Sample of support type CSTS-TRAY with adjustable
sleeve

Sample of support type C-STS-TRAY with
adjustable sleeve, (Ø of main rod 8 mm, length
250 mm, Ø of secondary rod 4 mm). Tray
200x200x3 mm. Ensemble in stainless steel,
matt finish. This support must fit in sample
number S.19

Drawing enclosed

D. Quality of the realisation of the test movies (maximum 20 points)

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o

Dramatic and creative aspects
Convincing interpretation of the brief with an original spirit
Compelling and sensitive use of historic footage
Creative approaches to make the AVs unique
Artistic style of Illustrations and Animations
Coherence and consistency of the storyline and dramaturgy
Special design factors (e.g. unique use of the projection format, interactivity)
Use of sound elements
Formal and technical aspects
Quality of design and production correspondence to professional standards
Usability is respected (use of font sizes, timing)
Cutting technique supports the dramaturgical rhythm
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o
o
o
o

All required tasks are completed
Required run lengths are observed
Style and stylistic devices are clear and consistently
Compliance with the specified budget

Specific assessment for sample S.21 "Chain of events 1989":
o
o
o

Editing of archive footage
Creative montage of the footage concerning the spreading over the 7 screens
Incorporation of animated overlays

Specific assessment for sample S.22 "European Integration Process":
o
o
o
o

Artistic style and capacity of creating a stunning animation based on footage and collaged
elements
Creation of a strong dramaturgy
Use of elements creating a spatial sensation

Documents/Material to be provided for the evaluation of the criterion (For description and reference
information see Annex XVIII):
SAMPLE
S.20.

CODE
04-B-a38

ITEM/EXHIBIT

DESCRIPTION

Sample of “The structural
differences between two
economic models”

Still images showing the interface of an
interactive table. The sample shall only visualize
the area where one visitor interacts: about one
quarter of the 2,2 m circular projection surface
including the 7“ tablet (similar to the framing
shown in the enclosed storyboard).
The samples shall be provided as digital JPG or
PDF files with around 5000 x 3125 pixel
resolution. Optional print outs in A2 format can
be handed in as well if desired.
Selected stills: 3-6 stills
development of the story:

REF. INFO

showing

the

attraction mode: frame 1
attraction mode: frame 2/3
consumption: frame 4 (visitor interaction,
spread out of info-graphics)
optional frames or transition steps to be chosen
by tenderer if desired.
Focus: visual style of illustration and animation,
interface design, interaction between the tablet
and the projection surface
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S.21.

05_A_a51

Sample of “The Chain of
Events 1989”

Excerpt of a panoramic 7 split screen AV
production. The exhibition production format of
13340 x 1080 pixels shall be simulated with a
single master in full HD resolution, simulating
the row of screens scaled down to 1920 x 154
pixels. An optional version in 3840 x 308 pixels
resolution can be handed in as well, if desired.
The digital sample shall be provided in two
versions: MOV and WMV with H.264
encoding.

Description enclosed

Selected excerpt: 40 sec. sequence, involving
the following chapters:
5) The Pan European Picnic
6) The first non-communist government in
Block
7) The Baltic way
Audio to be included, voiceovers are not
required.

S.22.

04_A_a30

Sample of “European
Integration Process”

Focus: Editing of archive footage, creative
montage of the footage concerning the
spreading over the 7 screens, incorporation of
animated overlays
Excerpt of a AV production (350 x 180 cm wide
projection).
The digital sample shall be provided in full HD
resolution in two versions: MOV and WMV
with H.264 encoding.

Description enclosed

Selected excerpt:
30 sec. sequence: Beginning of chapter 2,
including 5 sec transition from previous chapter
1
Audio to be included, voiceovers are not
required.
Focus: Artistic style and capacity of creating a
stunning animation based on footage and
collaged elements, creation of a strong
dramaturgy, use of elements creating a spacial
sensation

E. Quality of the methodology, project management, planning and as well as the composition of
the team(s) (maximum 15 points)






Reliability of the organization of the team
Efficiency of the production organization and installation strategy
Correct handling of the intellectual property rights
Efficiency of the logistics proposed for delivery and installation
Quality of the analysis of the Atrium sculpture (anticipating difficulties, identification of risks,
appropriate profiles of human resources required, etc.)

Documents/Material to be provided for the evaluation of the criterion:





Project plan: planning and critical path method chart showing different tasks, interrelations of
tasks, critical path taking into account the milestones provided in Annex I
Description of the handling of intellectual property rights
Human resource plan: deployment of the team to perform the works for the different steps The
tenderer has to present this plan considering all elements of the team as a single organization
(even if sub-contractors or members of a consortia)
Strategy developed to organize the delivery and the installation of the exhibition according to
the site and institution limitation
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Description of the methodology applied for the fabrication and installation of the Atrium
sculpture

To be selected for the price evaluation stage, candidates will be required to obtain at least 45
points for the quality criteria.

Price Criterion (maximum 40 points)
The assessors will award a maximum of 40 points for the price criterion. The lowest total price as
indicated in the Financial Offer (Form 14) - will be given the maximum number of points. The other
tenders will be awarded points in proportion to their divergence from the lowest-priced tender. The
formula to be used for awarding points under the price criterion will be as follows:
(Pm/Po) * 40
Po = price of tender being evaluated.
Pm = price of lowest-priced tender.
Documents to be provided for the evaluation of the criterion:
Form 14 - Price List Lot 1

Lot 2
- Quality criteria (50%)
- Price criteria (50%)

Quality Criteria (maximum 50 points)
A. Functional and technical quality of the methodology of the maintenance services (max 30
points)



Quality of the organisation of each required maintenance service
Quality of the co-ordination of the different maintenance services

Documents to be provided for the evaluation of the criterion:



Description of each required maintenance service
Description of the foreseen co-ordination of the different maintenance services and anticipated
challenges

B. Composition of the team and co-operation with the HEH (max 20 points)



Composition of the team incl. back-up solutions, number and appropriateness of proposed onsite staff, work schedules and related tasks
Communication method between HEH and Contractor incl. ticketing system

Documents to be provided for the evaluation of the criterion:



Description of the different profiles and working method
Description of the communication flow and the proposed ticketing system
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To be selected for the price evaluation stage, candidates will be required to obtain at least 35
points for the quality criteria.
Price Criterion (maximum 50 points)
The assessors will award a maximum of 50 points for the price criterion. The lowest price of the
scenario mentioned below will be given the maximum number of points. The other tenders will be
awarded points in proportion to their divergence from the lowest-priced tender. The formula to be used
for awarding points under the price criterion will be as follows:
(Pm/Po) * 50
Po = price of tender being evaluated.
Pm = price of lowest-priced tender.
Scenario:
Required Services

Unit

Scenario - estimated
quantities per year for price
evaluation

Daily technical operation
Additional services outside working hours
(related to daily technical operation)

month

12

Preventive maintenance

per person/
per hour
month

150
12

Required Profiles

Unit

Scenario - estimated
quantities per year for price
evaluation

Corrective Maintenance and Updates of elements of the permanent exhibition and related
services
AV and Control Equipment Integration
per person/
per hour
Project Manager
100
Project Engineer
100
Drawing Office
100
Assembly
100
Installation
100
Commissioning
100
Programming
100
Onsite installation (expenses included)
100
AV production
per person/
per hour
Project Manager
100
Creative Director
100
Art Director
100
Motion Designer 3D
100
Motion Designer 2D
100
Graphic Designer
100
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Sound/Music Technician
Editor
Interactive Programming
Grading
Illustrator / Storyboarder
Shooting Director
(DOP) Director of Photography
Onsite implementation (expenses included)
Lighting
Lighting specialist
Onsite installation (expenses included)
Furniture and showcases
Project Manger
Designer
Engineer
Workshop construction
Onsite installation (expenses included)
Graphic Design
Graphic Designer
Mounting Supports
Specialist for design
Specialist onsite to study the objects
(expenses included)
Workshop construction
Onsite installation (expenses included)
Scenographies

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
per person/
per hour

per person/
per hour
60
60
60
100
100
per person/
per hour
100
per person/
per hour
120
120
120
120
per person/
per hour

Designer
Engineer
Workshop construction
Onsite installation (expenses included)
Required Spare Parts

100
100
100
100
Unit

Scenario - estimated
quantities per year for price
evaluation

All commercial brands and models included in Lots 1 and 2 and the lists of materials below
are referential. The bidder can propose alternative elements equivalent in quality and
performance and shall update this list of spare parts accordingly
per piece
Control and AV Equipment
Tablet Trigger / RFID / Radio
5
Local Audio Box Speaker (Tannoy Di5)
3
Ruggedised Headphones
3
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Headphone lift trigger / hook
Controllable MP3 Player
Cat 6 audio Balun
Headphone Amplifier
6 Channel Amplifier (Per Channel)
Panasonic PT-DZ870E (8500 lumen)
Optoma EX785 Short zoom Projector
Graphics Extender (less than 85M Cable)
7th sense Delta Nano Video Server
7th sense Delta Hex Head Video Server
Small MPEG 2 Video Player
DSP (Sound web London)
Interactive Computer
USB Cat 6 Extender (less than 85M Cable)
Projection Design F12 SXGA+ Wide Angle
Lens
High Spec Graphics PC
Positional Wifi Access Points
Small Local Amplifier
Small Panel Speakers
Samsung 7" Tablets
Active RFID tags for above
Medialon Manager PC
Medialon Manager V6 Software
AK7432 32IP-32OP Card
AK C104PCI 4 port seial card
SL DMX PCI Card
Lighting
13W LED diffuse spotlight, optic 90º,
dimmer on board DMX controlled, led
warm white 3000K with forced cooling.
Replaceable led module, "twist and lock"
GE system . Eutrac three-phase 220V +
DMX bus track. Fixture color white.
25W LED "punch" spotlight, optic 12º,
dimmer on board DMX controlled, led
warm white 3000K with forced cooling.
Replaceable led module, "twist and lock"
GE system . Eutrac three-phase 220V +
DMX bus track. Fixture color white.
3x25W LED "punch" recessed and
adjustable spotlight, optic 12º, dimmer on
board DMX controlled, led warm white
3000K with forced cooling. Replaceable led
module, "twist and lock" GE system .
Fixture color white.

3
2
2
2
6
1
1
3
1
1
3
1
2
1
1
1
5
1
2
30
30
1
1
1
1
1
per piece

2

1

1
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2x25W LED "punch" recessed, trimless and
adjustable spotlight, optic 12º, dimmer on
board DMX controlled, led warm white
3000K with forced cooling. Replaceable led
module, "twist and lock" GE system .
Fixture color white.
Constant current 50w 700mA power supply
with aux 12V 50mA
PWM/DMX converter
Replaging led module 13W for DGA EOS
Infusion BV
Replaging led module 25W for DGA EOS
Infusion BV
Adjustable LED luminaire for outdoor
use.12W optic 30º, 3000K 220/240V IP67
50W LED PC spotlight, zoom 12/76 °,
dimmer on board DMX controlled or local
with potentiometer, LED warm white
3000K with forced cooling. Eutrac threephase 220V + DMX bus track. Fixture
color white.
50W LED fresnel spotlight, zoom 12/76 °,
dimmer on board DMX controlled or local
with potentiometer, LED warm white
3000K with forced cooling. Eutrac threephase 220V + DMX bus track. Fixture
color white.
50W LED profile, zoom 20/40 °, dimmer
on board DMX or local with potentiometer,
LED warm white 3000K with forced
cooling. Eutrac three-phase 220V + DMX
bus track. Fixture color white.
Micro led directional spot 3W 22º beam
3000K; separate supply 700mA.
24V 36w 700mA power supply with 0/10V
control
Led courtesy recessed light 2W 3000K
500mA
24V 36w 500mA power supply with 0/10V
control
Decorative adjustable LED lamp, diffuse
light,3000K
Liniestra LED lamp 9W
Led backlite panels 0,70x1,00mt cold white
35W
24V 50w power supply
Backlite LED module 4,8 W 350mA cold
white; adhesive tape
Fully isolated DMX splitter DIN rail
mounted; 1 IN 5 OUT; optocoupler
isolation for input
9-24V power supply 200mA
DMX recorder/player with external
triggering contact closures and/or realtime
clock (with 12-month calendar) and

1
1
1
2
2
1

1

2

1
2
2
2
1
1
2
1
1
4

1
1

1
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SMPTE timecode.
12-memory push button record and
playback panel
9-24V power supply 200mA
12channels DMX led dimmer; outputs 350/
700mA 12x48W. 220V
4 channels DMX led dimmer; outputs
350mA 4x48W. 220V
Showcases
Vibration detector for showcases
Safety locks (Abloy or similar), used for
showcases. 2 units per each different model
of lock.

1
1
1
1
per piece
2

2

Documents to be provided for the evaluation of the criterion:
Form 15: Price List Lot 2

Contract Awarding Lot 1 and 2
The following weighting will be applied to calculate the total number of points: 75% * points Lot 1
(Quality Criteria + Price Criterion) + 25 % * points Lot 2 (Quality Criteria + Price Criterion).
The Candidate receiving the highest number of points will be awarded the contract.
In case only Lot 1 will be awarded:
The Candidate receiving the highest number of points for Lot 1 (Quality Criteria + Price Criterion)
will be awarded the contract.
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